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Abstract. The purpose of introducing of this algorithm is a new method for designing a simple mechanism
for producing a digital signature. Some applications like multi agent systems transfer messages with low size
and capacity. The new algorithm minimizes the size of original file and gives us a dynamic and smaller size
output. In this algorithm read the input file then hash the message and encode it. Finally modify the
established code into a unique ID at Base 16. We concentrate on designing and implementation of functions
of algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Most of the previous related works gave less attention on size of the hashed file and simplicity of
generating digital signature appended at the end of message. Some applications need to have smaller size and
simple and fast generation of signature as well as dynamic hashed file varies by the size of message.
However, in electronic transferring, information is disposed to new and potential danger of security threats.
In contrary to printed information on paper, information on electronic form can be stolen from far, hence
main device for securing and establishing data is required. Digital signature is produced by machine. It
produces a sequel regarding the arrival that is available by signer. A hidden entrance of the machine is
needed so that no one is able to produce this sequel. Therefore, digital signature systems can be a solution to
provide a secure method for transition of signed data using public key.

2. Digital Signature
Public-private keys are used to pass sensitive information however it can also be used to provide
authentication on the particulars of a sender. It does not protect the contents of the message; it only provides
particulars about the sender and source of the information. It provides authentication and integrity but does
not provide confidentiality, data is sent as normal but acts like a normal signature we use on a letter. A
digital signature works by creating a message digest which ranges from between a 128-bit and a 256-bit
number which is generated by running the entire message through a hash algorithm. This generated number
is then encrypted with the sender’s private key and added to the end of the message.
When the recipient receives the message they run the message through the same hash algorithm and
generate the message digest number. Next, they decrypt the signature using the sender’s public key and
providing the two numbers match they know the message is from who it says it’s from AND that is has not
been modified. A digital signature is basically a way to ensure that an electronic document (e-mail,
spreadsheet, text file, etc) is authentic, Authentic means that you know who created the document and you
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know that it has not been altered in any way since that person created it. Digital signatures rely on certain
types of encryption to ensure authentication. Encryption is the process of taking all the data that one
computer is sending to another and encoding it into a form that only the other computer will be able to
decode. Authentication is the process of verifying that information is coming from a trusted source. These
two processes work hand in hand for digital signatures.

3. The implementation of suggestive algorithm
The goal of our algorithm is to propose a simpler mechanism to produce a digital signature. Our
proposed algorithm introduces a simple mechanism for hashing and abstracting the message and a new
technique in coding the abstract message to facilitate generating a unique index for each input file. The most
important function in this algorithm is the hashing function.
First, we open the file with “w + t”, because “w” is the sign for write and “t” is the initial letter of text so
we insert the data as a text and use “+” in order to show that the file is over write, so with this entrance of file,
the previous file will deleted.

Figure 1.Summary of hashing and encryption in suggestive algorithm

3.1. Hash Function
In the proposed algorithm at first we did operation on first 100 bytes; the first byte is read by fetch
function and placed it in variable character. If the rate of loaded bytes equals with zero we modified it to 1
because if the rate of one of them be equal with zero the final output won’t be zero. So it started from the
first byte and before the end of the process, the next flowing operations begun.
We placed the loaded bytes in 32 variable bits and read the second byte from 100 bytes block. If this is
the last one, we put the result of process in 32 bytes and modified it in hexadecimal and displayed it. If the
next byte is not the last one, we multiply the result in 32 variable bits now if the result is less than 32 bits,
then we add zero from the left side to fill it in 4 bytes. If the result of multiply is more than 4 bytes, we must
keep the 32 bits lowest of the result into variable of char. The same process was repeated till the last byte.
void hashing(String Hash Filename)
{//Open the file, hash it and append at the end of file
unsigned long int l=0;
FILE *myhash;
myhash = fopen(hashfilename,"w+t");
while (!FEOF (Myfile)
{
if (i==hashlen) {
fprintf(myhash,"%lX",l);
i=0;
c=fgetc(myfile);
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c|=1; };
else { l*=c; i++; };
printf("\nAnalized Input File Was Compeleted To %s\n",hashfilename);
}
fclose (Hash Filename);
return 0 ;};

3.2. Encoding function
The encoder function reads the hashing file and starts the process of encoding, it opens hashing file with
(Rb) r means read only and b means binary. Then open the file with “wt”, “W” means write and t means text.
We consider a 16 bytes private key and XOR the first byte of hashing file with first private key and put the
result in first key byte. If we don’t reach to the end of hashed file, XOR it with the first key and then put it
inside second byte of the key. Once we don’t reach to the end of hashed file XOR it with the first key and put
it inside second byte of key. Next, we put the first byte of the key inside the hashed file and continued to the
end of hashed file. We need to do the procedure because we want to modify the hashed file and repeat the
iteration to the end of the key. Then we do the same operation for the second byte of the hashed message
( H [1] ). These iterations are done until the end of hashed message. Finally, a 16 byte key is appended at the
end of message. The results of these operations were kept in a character array.
Void Encoder (String Hash Filename, string sign filename)
{//Encode the hash file with private key
Fileopen (Hash Filename);
Fileopen (Sign filename);
While (! feof (hashfilename)
{
c=fgetc (Hash Filename);
For (i=0; i<passlen – 1; i++)
{ Password [i] =c ˆ password [i];
}
}
Append File (password, Message File);
CloseFile (Sign filename);
CloseFile (Hash Filename);}

Hashed file is named as sign file and stored in the as text format in drive C as hashed file. During
operation, the “signature version” appeared on the screen, and then the message ‘enter file name’ will be
shown. The user is required to enter the path of file and also the name of file and p suffix of PDF and opens
file with rb (only read binary). The hashing and encoder function is finally fetched during conversion to hex
format. A unique code for each file is created. So when there is a change in the first file, for example if one
character will be omitted or the output hash of function and output of sign function will differ from the first
file.
int main(void){ int x,y; int mn;
strnset(sign,' ',passlen*2);
FILE *myfile;
char filename[80];
textmode(C80); clrscr();
printf("Singniture Generator Version 1.00\n");
printf("Enter File Name : ");
scanf("%s",filename);
myfile = fopen(filename, "rb");
if (myfile==NULL) {
printf("\nCan not Open File %s !!!.\n",filename);
exit(0); }
else {
hashing(myfile);
printf("\nHashing Was Compeleted ...\n");
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encoder();
printf("Result Was : %s\n",sign);
fclose(myfile);
getch(); getch(); return 0;};

3.3. Convert to hexadecimal function
These function intakes an array of char, and modifies it to hex a decimal. We introduce 2 variables Lo, hi
and we do this operation from the beginning till the end of encoded file
Hi=data [i] &240
Lo=data [1] & 15
We use Hi 8 Lo because 240 in binary system equals (11110000) 15 in binary system equals (….1111)
and hi>>4 in variable of Hi equals with this sentence “shift Hi 4bits to right” so Hi changes to (00001111)
and is similar to 10 in appearance.
Now for creating the code in Hexa decimal if (hi>9) then we find substance of 'A' to zero and then add
the result to hi=hi+'A'-'0' and if (L0>9) we substance of ‘A’ to 9 from one and add it to lo=lo+'A'-'9'-1 from
main function. There are 2 arrays called passlen with the primary size of 16 and hashLen with the primary
size of 100, because we read 100 bytes of data from a file then we consider the variable of password as 16
bytes and also the length of it equal passlen and finally produce 32 bytes variable as key signature.
int convert2hex(char*data,char*result)
{ int j=0; int i=0; int hi,lo;
for (;i<passlen;i++) {
hi=data[i] & 240;
lo=data[i] & 15;
hi=hi>>4;
{
hi=hi+'A'-'0'; };
if (hi>9)
{
lo=lo+'A'-'9'-1; };
if (lo>9)
hi+='0';
lo+='0';
result[j++]=hi;
result[j++]=lo; }; return 0;};

4. Conclusion
A digital signature is computed using a set of rules and a set of parameters such that the identity of the
signatory and integrity of the data can be verified. A hash function is used in the signature generation process
to obtain a condensed version of data.Partial change in the place of text or any attack will cause big change
in the final file of digital signature.
In this paper, we introduced a new digital signature algorithm which generates the hashed file with
dynamic size that is the hash function result depends on size of message. Our algorithm introduces a more
simple mechanism for hashing and encryption. The functional and time complexity of our algorithms is
better than the others. Our algorithm works with all types of files such as .doc, .pdf, .txt and other types of
files. Our proposed algorithm is applicable for applications that send messages with low size such as multi
agent systems in which agents send messages in a few bytes. Our future work is to evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm under other attacks. We want to develop a model check using an actor based
language such as Rebecca.
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